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Watch
“ELC2021 Opening
Video” on YouTube

Watch
“ELC2021 Highlights”

on YouTube

Over September 6-11, 2021, homes 
in this region were transformed into 
digital hubs of leadership
greatness as close to 2,000

virtual ELC in our 20-year history. 
Over six action-packed days, they 
learned the ropes of building
successful organizations founded
on strong principles, integrity and 
good values.
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https://youtu.be/hE2-ARxRWto
https://youtu.be/s5bVOzuy3ow


STATS

1995
PARTICIPANTS SPE AKERS COACHESSPONSORSHIPS

RAISED

29
COUNTRIES

REPRESENTED
SINGAPORE

69%
OVERSE AS

PARTNERS

5.1 / 6
OVERALL ELC ONLINE EXPERIENCE

EXHIBITORSVOLUNTEERS
& ORGANIZERS

96%
WOULD RECOMMEND THEIR SESSION



PD

ELC 2021 kicked off bright and early 
on the morning of September 6 with 
2 Plenary Dialogs:

PLENARY DIALOGS



PD

In “Reframe, Recover & Reinvent: The Hinges of 
Leadership”, Prof Neo Boon Siong and Far East
Hospitality CEO Mr Arthur Kiong took to the stage
to share about ‘gutsy leadership’ in the midst of crisis;
effective leaders realize that crisis presents opportunity 
– choosing to lead the charge instead of shying away 
from it.

The one thing I love about ELC is
authenticity. In the world where smoke 

and mirrors are the norm, it was
refreshing to receive genuine

instruction from humble leaders.

Ng Zhi Cong, University Student



PD

Following this, TBN Founder Dato 
Dr Kim Tan, TBN Asia Chairman
Mr Melvyn Mak, and YCAB
Foundation’s Founding CEO
Ms Veronica Colondam made their 
case for social enterprise as key to 

balance between maximizing social 

Social
Enterprise

Training Hub
(SETH)

Outreach & Partnership

Expertise
Network

Investors
Network
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In “Reinvent Our Future:
Reclaiming Our Planet”, former Malaysian Minister 
of Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and 
Climate Change YB Ms Yeo Bee Yin drove home the 
notion that saving Planet Earth is a collective effort; it 
all starts with tiny steps of personal responsibility and
celebrating small victories.

I’m impressed by the number of incredible 
women ELC 2021 brought together to feature 
on the program. I am walking away inspired 
and uplifted by their stories of tenacity and grit.

Chan Mei Lynn, Digital Marketing Specialist



PD

Next in the line-up to take the platform were YB Ms
Hannah Yeoh (former Deputy Minister of Women, 
Family, and Community Development, Malaysia) 
and Ms Ihsan Mulia (Founding CEO, PT Global Dairi 
Alami). The pair went on to spell out the complexities 
of reinventing businesses and communities for greater 
societal impact in the midst of a pandemic; sharing that 

abuse of authority.

Watch
“What they say about 

ELC” on YouTube

https://youtu.be/PbAgGNdKRM4


MC

I’ve come to realize that
true leadership is service
and strength of character.

Brydan Lim, Youth Training
and Development

Consultant

MASTERCL ASSES
At ELC, a great leader isn’t just a
distinguished expert – he or she is a 
potential friend, trainer and mentor.

This year we had 23 MasterClasses – 
ranging from topics of purposeful 
leadership, business strategies,
and social entrepreneurship to
leadership failure, youth depression, 
and values-based investing.



MC

“Say you set a target of one accident a year. When an 
accident happens in January, you would do your best 
to prevent any other accident for the rest of the year.
If you can prevent accidents to happen for 11 months, 
why not the whole year?”

Former Chief of Defense
Force of Singapore
LG (Ret) Bey Soo Khiang
led the charge with his
MasterClass on preventing
accidents and tragedies
through the adoption
and inculcation of a
zero-defect mindset –
especially in the new
normal where disruptions
are a dime a dozen.



MC

Next, the duo of Ms Claire Wong (Executive Director 
and Head of DBS Foundation, DBS Bank) and
Mr James Walton (WorldClass Lead, Deloitte SEA) 
broke down the intricacies of partnerships between 
corporations and social enterprises; how sustainability 
and social good can marry for greater impact.

They urged social
entrepreneurs, too, to 
be very selective of their
partner corporations by 
making sure both
parties have aligned 
values and expectations.



MC

Institute of Mental Health CEO Associate Prof 
Daniel Fung opened the floor with his MasterClass 
“The Epidemic of Youth Depression: Self-Esteem, 
Cyber Addiction & Unhappiness” – expertly
dissecting the subtle nuances between mental illness, 
mental sickness and mental health, and giving
delegates practical tips to help youths deal with cyber 
addiction, depression and anxiety.

• Reach out and stay connected
•
•



MC

For Mr Joseph See (CEO, Agape Connecting 
People), Mr Lim Kim Pong (Founding CEO,
StrengthsAsia) and Ms Sharon Lim (Founding CEO, 
Browswear), a successful career with impressive titles 
and accolades means nothing without purpose. In their 
MasterClass “Purpose-Driven Impact”, the trio
expounded on the importance of social enterprises 
with a sustainable business model – a place where 

for life transformation.

ELC has opened up my mind
and exposed me to exciting things
that I wouldn’t have known on my own!

Satria Pamudji, University Student



Learning Journeys have been a core 
aspect of ELC to see how great
leadership plays out on-site.

However, due to COVID-19
measures, ELC 2021’s C-Suite
Learning Journeys were done 
virtually, but with the same spirit
of learning!

Nonetheless, we had 30 immersive 
virtual Learning Journeys – ranging 

Hotels Group, DBS Bank, and Pico 
Global Services.

C-SUITE
LEARNING JOURNEY

CL
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24 hours was all it took for Mr Timothy Khoo’s life to 
come crashing down – the former prominent preacher 
and ex-CEO of Prison Fellowship was involved in an
inappropriate relationship with a woman who wasn’t 
his wife. At his C-Suite Learning Journey “Recovering 
From Leadership Failure”, the Sojourner Guide at 
Desert Odyssey shared candidly about God’s love
despite his moral failure – learning the truth of
unmerited grace.

The sessions I attended were well-
delivered and featured interesting

and relevant information from a great 
range of experienced speakers.

Andrew Rigg, CEO



CL

It all started with wanting to make taxi rides safer and 
more convenient for Malaysians.

Within a decade, Grab reached super-app status. In his 
session “Sustaining Culture: The GRAB Story”,
Mr Chris Yeo (Managing Director of Grab and Head 
of GrabPay & Grab Ventures) revealed the culture 
that sustaines the wildly successful transport company – 
Grab’s 4Hs: Heart, Humility, Honor, and Hunger.



CL

Living and dying – is there an art to it?

Sharing the session with Ms Low Mui Lang
(Peacehaven Nursing Home Executive Director), 
Sister Geraldine Tan (St Joseph’s Home Executive 
Director) shared her early experiences as a registered 
nurse, staying resilient and loving her patients as an 
end-of-life caregiver, and the little joys of helping 
people die in peace – not pieces.



CL

How do you maximize learning in the digital age?

Ms Kang So-Young believes that the answer is
MasterClass 

“The Future of Digital Learning”, the Gnowbe CEO 
noted the emergence of an increasingly unemployable 
workforce and dove into the history of learning.

She developed a model of ‘Learn - Think - Apply - 
Share’ as an effective way of learning anything,
regardless your age and background.

It’s been wonderful listening to the
dynamic speakers. Very inspiring!

Cynthia Lim, Consultant



RT

ROUND-TABLE
CRITICAL
CONVERSATIONS

Round-Table Critical Conversation 
was inserted into this year’s program.

6 Conversations were featured –
addressing real issues of pain and 
trauma, the state of our
environment, and inter-faith efforts
to eradicate proverty.



RT

Centre for Fathering and Dads for Life CEO
Mr Bryan Tan, Mr Joshua Hong (Co-founder
and Chairman, Better Dads Malaysia), and
Former Chairman of Focus On The Family
Mr Jason Wong addressed the issue of an
increasingly fatherless generation.

It still takes a village to raise a child. The form of
the village may differ today, but the idea still holds true. 

regardless whether he is his or her biological father.



RT

In “Recovering From Pains: Family Dysfunction,
Depression and Hope”, the trio of SafePlace CEO
Ms Jennifer Heng, Eighteen Chefs Co-Founder
Mr Benny Se Teo, and Care Corner Counsellor
Ms Carolyn Lim Bee Bee engaged in a hearts-bared 
and trauma-shared session – teaching delegates the 
power of pain and how it can help to propel one to
purpose, not paralysis.

They shared that even in the midst of our darkest night, 
we are not alone. Do not suffer alone. 

ELC has been an insightful series of honest and
relevant confrontations of important issues such as
poverty alleviation and facing personal pain. I have learned 
new lessons that will equip me for my life journeys ahead.

Arulnathan John, former journalist



RT

Can Christians, Muslims and Buddhists look past the 
differences in their faith traditions to collaborate in 
poverty eradication?

In “Inter-Faith Collaborations: Eradicating Poverty”, 
Rev Elisha Satvinder (Co-Founder, Dignity for
Children Foundation), Ms Umi Waheeda (Owner,
Al Ashriyyah Nurul Iman Islamic Boarding School), 
and Mr Hong Tjhin (General Secretary, Tzu Chi
Foundation) engaged in an open conversation –
sharing the joy, struggles and exponential impact
of such alliances. 



TBN ASIA

PARTNERSHIP
WITH TBN ASIA

We would like to take the time to 
thank our amazing partner TBN Asia 
for making this historical ELC 2021
a raging success.

This year TBN Asia – an organization 

enterprise in South-East Asia –
connected us with 31 distinguished 
experts who were featured in 10
sessions at ELC 2021.



TBN ASIA

organized the Impact Café Session – an exciting and 
dynamic showcase of various social enterprises all 
across the South-East Asia region.

Each 10-minute pitch was power-packed, featuring 
social enterprises in sectors such as Food & Beverage, 
Commerce & Fashion, Training & Recruitment,
Agriculture & Fisheries, Healthcare, and Educaton.

IMPACT CAFÉ

I found the Impact Café sessions
inspiring and lovely. Some of them

were really cute, quirky and
memorable. Good job, TBN Asia!

Joyce Lee, CEO



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

SPECIAL
THANKS

OUR PARTNERS,
OUE as Presenting Partner, TBN Asia as Content
Partner, and LOGOS Bible Software as Gold Partner, 
for your unwavering support through these years. 

OUR AMAZING TEAM OF SPEAKERS,
for lovingly imparting your wisdom and knowledge to
a generation of leaders.

OUR CORE COMMITTEE & VOLUNTEERS,
for reinventing ELC to be what it is today.

OUR COLLABO-ACTION EXPO & IMPACT CAFÉ
EXHIBITORS,
for your enthusiasm and willingness to share.

OUR PARTNERS IN TECHNOLOGY,
BTWN for digital and social media marketing;
Meta Fusion for branding and website building.

AND YOU – OUR FRIENDS
AND DELEGATES,
for your participation,
willingness to learn and
be the change in
your community.

Watch “ELC 2021
Closing Address by

Ng Meizhi”
on YouTube

https://youtu.be/TTy1HC3Jp-Q


ELC 2023

CATEGORY

ELC PRIVILEGE
FROM SEP 15     OCT 17

SGD 400
ELC PRIVILEGE GROUP
FROM SEP 15     OCT 17

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE
EQUIVALENT TO SGD 300 PER PAX

PRICE

NORMAL PRICE SGD 1,200

WWW.elc2023.COM

plenary dialogs with thought leaders

exclusive, deep-dive and practical masterclasses
Industry-oriented c-suite learning journeys

round-table conversations on critical issues

partnership for good at collabo-action expo
ongoing, interactive e-learning
facilitated

 networking sessions 
small group or 1-on-1

 coaching sessions

elc 2023                        

leadership

experience

THU       SAT

JULY 27       29

HILTON HOTEL

SINGAPORE

SIGN UP AT

WWW.ELC2023.COM

http://www.elc2023.com


www.eagles.org.sg

http://www.eagles.org.sg

